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Director's Medlee
by Lee Miller, Director
Alumni Services and Development

Those of you who
contributed to the
UNI Foundation during 1982-83 will
soon be receiving
your personal copy
of the Foundation
annual report. As
noted in the October
issue of The Alumnus, the period
covered in that report was a successful one
in terms of our fundraising efforts. We
hope we can say the same this summer
when we close the books on the 1983-84
year. For a timely suggestion on one
method of Foundation contribution, be
sure to see the back cover of this issue of
The Alumnus.
January marks the opening of another
session of the Iowa General Assembly and
the start of an election year. As a stateassisted university, UNI has a great deal at
stake in 1984. Your Alumni Association
supports a lobbyist in the General
Assembly as well as a Regents program of
legislative candidate meetings in the fall.
As individuals, those of you who live in
Iowa can assist us by becoming actively
involved in the legislative races in your
district. Make your support of UNI and the

Regents universities known to those who
are seeking office.
Another activity you should consider
this year is the UNI Alumni Association's
Rhine River Country Tour, scheduled for
July and August. Such economical travel
packages as this are a real benefit of
membership in the Association. More
information can be found on page 31 .
I hope you can join us for this terrific tour
opportunity.
In December, UNI began work on a
document that will outline the future
direction of the University. This document
will indicate to the Board of Regents those
areas that we plan to emphasize during the
1980s. While UNI has a long-range plan,
this document is different in that it will be
drawn up by a broad-based University
committee composed of students, faculty
members and staff.
Input from all campus groups is being
sought in this process, which should be
completed sometime in April. While the
viewpoints of alumni are not being sought
at this time, the interests of alumni and
friends of the University will certainly be
considered during the course of the
committee's work. The contents of the
final report will be communicated to all
alumni later this year.

College of Natural Sciences
receives three large gifts
The University received three large
contributions last fall in support of
programs in the College of Natural
Sciences.
An anonymous gift of $18,800 was
made in November to the Iowa Physics
Task Force, which is based at UNI. The gift
will enable Roy Unruh, associate professor
of physics and science education, to
continue as full-time director of the Task
Force for another semester.
Unruh was on leave from his UNI
teaching duties last fall to work with the
Task Force, whose job is to help relieve
Iowa's chronic shortage of qualified high
school physics teachers. The Task Force is
also developing new classroom materials
and computer programs for teachers to
use. These materials are currently being
tested in more than 50 high schools across
the state.
Also in November, UNl's Department
of Earth Science received a gift of minerals
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and crystals worth more than $3,000. The
donors were Ronald and Marcia Thuesen
Michaelsen, B.A. '71, of Dike.
Included in the collection are nearly
200 different specimens, including rare
samples of precious and semi-precious
stones. The collection, the first of its kind
presented to UNI, will be a valuable
teaching aid, according to Wayne
Anderson, head of the Department of Earth
Science.
"Crystals in perfect form in nature are
very hard to find," said Anderson . " Quite
often we have to use wooden models to
show students crystals." Part of the
collection is now on display in a case on
the third floor of the Physics Building.
The third gift in the College of Natural
Sciences was the bequest of a Celestron 8
instructional telescope from the estate of
Robert Voorhees of Cedar Falls. The
telescope and accessories are valued at
about $2,000. D

A message fram

alumni president
James Robinson
Dear Fellow Alumni,
It was my privilege recently to be
elected president of your UNI Alumni
Association. In this position, I hope to
represent your interests and those of UNI
in every way I can.
There's one message that I want to
share with all alumni : make this the year to
become involved in UNI. As alumni, we
have a wealth of tradition and experience
to draw from and to build upon. As we
expect the best of faculty, staff and
admin istrators, so should they expect our
best as alumni. Our energy, ideas and
enthusiasm are an important resource for
the University in meeting its present and
future needs.
The effectiveness of this resource is
directly related to the membership of the
Alumni Association. It is said that there is
strength in numbers. That is especially true
of our Association, UN l's "best friends"
throughout the state and nation.
But that strength comes from more than
numbers. It comes from active
involvement in the University and the
issues that affect it. I invite each of you to
become an active member in 1984; to
share your ideas, concerns and enthusiasm
with the Alumni Office in Cedar Falls.
Your involvement can make a positive
difference, in your own life and in the
future of the University.
Sincerely,
James L. Robinson, ' 53
Dr. Robinson is superintendent of schools in
Cedar Falls .

Bossart on campus
as Martha Ellen Tye
Visiti ng Professor
Eugene Bossart, an emeritus professor
of accompanying, chamber music and
vocal literature at the University of
Michigan, was on campus in November
for a two-week residency in the School of
Music.
The residency was Bossart's third at
UNI, where he is serving as Martha Ellen
Tye Visiting Professor in Chamber Music
and Accompanying.
Bossart was a member of the Michigan
faculty for the past 30 years, during an
accompanying career that has spanned 40
years. His residency at UNI included a
series of five master classes, which were
open to the public for observation. D

Don
Howard

"[UNI] is large enough to have adequate
facilities and faculty yet small enough to
provide an intimate, personal atmosphere."

Education's
higher value
by
Don Howard

Education Secretary T.H . Bell recently extolled the value
of higher education even for workers who do not need
co.liege diplomas for their jobs.
And he criticized the argument that since many jobs do
not require college degrees, access to those degrees should
be limited so that there will be room for those who do need
them .
That statement reminded me that there are many attitudes
toward higher education which are faulty and might even be
called myths.
• One such myth argues that it is hard to get into college.
However, one report says that any student who is graduated
in the upper 50 percent of his high school class will get into
college somewhere - regardless of color, creed, sex, or size
of family income. And our registrar, Robert Leahy, feels that
the percentage is too low - that the upper 75 percent would
be closer to the truth .
• A second myth is that it's always best to enter college
right after high school. The performance of the G l's after
World War II proved this myth false. After long interruption
in their schooling, many veterans breezed through the
traditional four years in three years or less.
• A third myth states that a good college education is very
expensive. So it is if a student wants to attend Sarah
Lawrence, Yale, Stanford, Oberlin or a number of other elite
private institutions around the country. On the other hand,
the City College of New York admits residents tuition-free on
a competitive basis. Undergraduate resident tuition at the
University of Northern Iowa thi s fall is $525 a semester,
according to Leahy.
• A fourth myth holds that the best schools have the bestknown professors. How many have won Nobel prizes or
have written important books? But as protesting students from
Harvard to Berkeley have noisi ly pointed out, faculty "stars"
often never appear in an undergraduate classroom. Actual
teaching is frequently left to graduate assistants barely aider
than the undergraduates themselves. If the " big names" do
any teaching at all they frequently confine it to specialized
courses at the graduate level. In general, the stars concentrate
on research rather than on teaching.
Allan Nevins of Columbia University in New York is a
famous historian who writes beautifully. There is usually
standi ng room only in his classes during the first day. But
after a few weeks, many of his students have withdrawn
because he is a poor teacher, usually reading aloud in class
from his books.

I am happy to say that at UNI most full professors teach
undergraduate courses, many at the freshman and sophomore
levels.
• Another myth is to the effect that you must finish high
school before you can enter college. A student may enter
many colleges without ever having set foot in a high school,
provided that he can pass a General Educational
Development test. Our director of admissions, Jack
Wielenga, tells me that UNI will admit a student with no high
school diploma if he can pass the GED test or has a high
school equivalency.
• One of the most treasured of myths is that small colleges
are best because they always have smaller classes. It is true
that great size has many drawbacks. Students are reduced to
numbers, identity vanishes, classes are conducted in large
auditoriums instead of in small classrooms or under a tree,
and students are frequently bewildered by the vast number of
courses and the impersonality of the w hole thing.
Conversely, the informal atmosphere of a small college
can be valuable - but there is such a thing as being too
small. The Carnegie Commission concludes that a liberal arts
college with fewer than 1,000 students cannot offer the range
of courses, the laboratory and library fac ilities, or the caliber
of faculty for a first-rate education. I th ink the small faculty is
one of the major drawbacks of the small college.
Some colleges offer the best of both. Although I' m not
getting paid for this free advertising, I think UNI offers the
best of both . It is large enough to have adequate facilities and
faculty yet small enough to provide an intimate, personal
atmosphere. Although UNI has some classes as small as 10
and a few that are very large, I should guess the average size
is in the neighborhood of 30 students. Wielenga says there
are far more classes under 20 than above 100.
I have no really valid evidence as to whether private
colleges are better than public colleges. Graduates of elite
colleges may emerge with better grades, more graduate
school admissions, and better paying jobs. But this may be
because they had better high school records and more
economic advantages to begin with .
On the other hand, a tally of alumni in " Who's Who" a
few years ago showed that midwestern and western
institutions rated as high as eastern private colleges.
I agree with Education Secretary Bell that it is unfortunate
that vocational and pre-professional courses are crowding out
the liberal arts on many campuses.
To me it seems that, unless one studies the Humanities,
the best he can hope to be is a skilled ignoramus. O

Note: Donald Howard, B.A. ' 31, is an emeritus professor of history at UNI and former dean of the College of Business and Behavioral Sciences.
He retired in 1977 after 30 years at UNI. Dr. Howard writes an occasional column, " Another View," for the Waterloo Courier. This column
appeared on September 13, 1983 and is reprinted with permission of the publisher.
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Class of 1933

Class of 1943

Reunion brings largest-ever
50-year class to UN I campus
Fifty-one alumni from the Class of '33
attended their SO-year reunion last fall in
Cedar Falls. It was the largest group ever
present for induction into UNl' s " SO-Year
Club."
President Constantine Curris presented
pins to each alumnus at the banquet on
October 7. The banquet also included
special music, a dance and the
presentation of Alumni Achievement and
Alumni Service awards.
Representing the Class of '33 were
Naomi Jewell Beebe, Dewayne Bishop,
Glenn Boysen (president), Wendell
Bragonier, Gwen Brandenburg, Frederick
Breckenfelder, Charlotte Brett, John
Brindley, Luci le Wilson Buntrock,
Elizabeth Jackson Clayton, Leland Dix,
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Pearl Lewis Dowden, Frank Dutcher,
Shirley Williams Earp, Lois Fleming, Hazel
Lindberg Foster, Dorothea Gienger, Lorena
Gregg, Marion Haahr, Harry Haven, Ruth
Latta Hill, Zelpha Leksell Hunt, Noma
Rupprich Jebe, Theodore Johnson,
Margaret Christiansen Jokumsen and
Delmer Kingery.
Also, Maury Kramer, Donna Sexton
Mardorf, Emma Wil liams Martin, Leland
Meyer, Edythe Freburg Nanke, Edward
O 'Connor, Margaret Olsen , Margaret
Broughton Pfeiffer, Josephine Hirons
Pullen, Verna Reisser, Harlan Rigby,
Charles Shane, Alice Sherman, Hattie Zoe
Short Shoesmith, Lora Margaretta Smith,
Philip and Maxine Samuels Stoddard,
Richard Sucher, Lou ise Johnson

Thornberry, Ralph Turbett, Mabel
Troutfetter, O live VandeVen, Ethel Voss,
Robert Warner and Roger Wi llert.
Also pictured on this page are
representatives of the Class of '43 ,
including Cleo Hade Amendt, Darlene
Brinkman, Catherine (Kay) Farlow
Clingman , T. Wayne Davis, Helen Sublett
Ebert, Glenn Gerdes, Phyllis Hermanson,
Lois Barrigar Lockmiller, Dona ld MacRae,
Phyllis Norby, Maxine Schwanke, Alline
Staveley, Phyl lis Sondergard, Shirley
Cleveland Steward, Harold Veenker and
Shirley Orcutt Weidner.
The UNI alumni classes of 1958 and
1973 were also honored at Homecoming/
Reunion Weekend in October. D

Campus News

House repair
costs justified
The repair and refurbishment of the
UNI President's House, outlined in the
October issue of The Alumnus, is now
complete. The scope of the project was
more extensive than earlier noted. A final
cost of $182 ,839 was announced in
November.
Included in the project is a new selfcontained heating system for the house,
which had previously been heated by
steam radiators . The pending demolition of
the Old Administration Building made thi s
conversion necessary, since lines coming
through that building were the source of
heat for the President's House.
Also inc luded in the project is central
air conditioning (the house previously had
none), an upgrading of electric service,
masonry work to repair a basement wall ,
and the laying of a new foundation under
the back porch.
Other changes to the 6,000-square foot,
14-room house, bui It in 1908, included
new carpeting on the main floor,
woodwork refinishing, remodeling of the
kitchen, landscaping, and the installation
of a privacy fence on the house's north
side.
The work was authorized last spring by
the cabinet of retiring president John
Kamerick. Their decision recognized the
house's deteriorated condition. The
existing carpeting, for example, was
almost 30 years old, and the kitchen had
not been remodeled since the 1940s. The
recent project was an attempt to make up
for years of neglected maintenance.
In addition to being the Curris' oncampus home, the President's House is
used for UNI-related entertaining and a
variety of other official functions. D

Vernier elected
PRMA president
Doug Vern ier, director of broadcasting
services and an assistant professor of radiotelevision, has been elected president of
Public Radio in M id-Ameri ca, a regional
organization of non-commercial radio
broadcasters that represents 65 stations in
15 states.
Vernier joined the UN I staff in 1972.
Under his direction, stations KUN I-FM and
KHKE-FM have developed into two of the
most successful public rad io stations in the
D
United States.

Photograph ta ken last summer shows the deteriorated condition of the foundation of the
President's House.

Reed named top
business educator
in Iowa for 1983
Jack Reed, an associate professor of
business education and administrative
management at UNI, was named the postsecondary 1983 Outstanding Iowa
Busi ness Educator last October. The
announcement was made by the Iowa
Business Education Association during its
annual convention in Des Moines.
In addition to his teaching
responsibilities, Reed advises the UNI
Office Education Assoc iation and sponsors
the UNI chapter of Delta Pi Epsilon, a
graduate honorary society in business
ed ucation . He is a member of the boards
of the National Office Education
Association and the National Association
of Teacher Educators of Business and
Office Education.
Reed is a UNI alum nus (B.A. '64, M .A.
'67) who taught at Storm Lake, Rinard,
Yetter and Jefferson before joining the
fac ulty of Rochester Community College in
1960. He returned to UNI in 1965 and
received an Ed .D. degree from the
University of Nebraska-Lincoln in 1976.
The UNI faculty now incl udes two
recipients of the Outstanding Iowa
Business Educator Award. James Handorf,
an associate professor of business
ed ucation and admi nistrative
management, received the awa.rd in
1981. 0

Two of last three award winners
teach at UN I.
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Performances at three campuses

Iowa Shakespeare Festival
scheduled for April 5-14
Planning has begun at UNI for the 1984
edition of the Iowa Shakespeare Festival.
An executive comm ittee has been
formed to handle fundraising, marketing,
publicity and outreach for the Festival,
which features one Shakespeare
production at each of the three Iowa
Regents universities.
Approximately 11 ,000 tickets were sold
for last year's Festival, the first cooperative
theatre program ever undertaken by UNI,
Iowa State University and the University of
Iowa.
The 1984 Festival will include
productions of As You Like It (UNI), The
Merchant of Venice (U I) and A Midsummer
Night's Dream (ISU). Each play is

performed at its home university, with
additional performances at each of the
other two universities. The Festival
schedule for UNl's Strayer-Wood Theatre
is as follows:
As You Like I t - April 5, 6, 7, 14
The Merchant of Venice - April 12
A Midsummer Night's Dream April 13

More information concerning group rates,
matinee performances and associated
events will be available as the Festival
approaches. For additional information
now, call Dennis Bole at the Theatre UNI
office, (319) 273-6386. 0

Observatory adds new telescope

New telescope a 200 percent
improvement.
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A new 16-inch telescope has been
installed at the UN I Observatory, located
south of University Avenue on a hill
overlooking the main campus.
The new instrument, purchased with
University funds at a cost of $13 ,000,
replaces an existing 12-inch telescope,
which has been placed in storage pending
possible sale. According to Darrel Hoff,
professor of astronomy and science
education, the new telescope is nearly 200
percent better than the old one in terms of
its light-gathering abi lity.
The new telescope was dedicated in
November in conjunction with the UNIsponsored Astronomy Conference for
College Teachers of Physics. Thirty-five
instructors from eight states attended the
two-day meeting, which featured speeches
by R. Robert Robbins of the University of
Texas, John Fix of the University of Iowa
and Mark Hodges, a UNI alumnus who is
a doctoral student at Iowa.
Shorter presentations were made by
Hoff and Larry Kelsey, a UNI assistant
professor of astronomy. Other speakers
were Dave Targant of St. Cloud State
(Minn .) University, Mary Williams Norton
of Ripon College, George Bowen of Iowa
State University, Robert Allen of the
University of Wisconsin-LaCrosse and
Douglas Wood of the University of
Wisconsin.
(Wood is the son of UNI English facu lty

member Evelyn Wood and the late director
of theatre, Stan Wood .)
UN l's new telescope will enable
stu.dents and faculty to view much dimmer
and more distant objects, according to
Hoff. It will be especially useful in an
ongoing cooperative research project on
variable stars that was begun by UNI and
Vanderbilt University in 1982. 0

Odwarka cited by
teachers of German
Karl Odwarka, a professor of German at
UNI, received a Certificate of Merit in
November from the American Association
of Teachers of German (AATG) and the
Goethe Institute of New York.
Odwarka was cited for "outstanding
achievements in furthering the teaching of
German in schools in the United States of
America. The award was presented at the
AATG's annual meeting in San Francisco.
Odwarka, a native of Czechoslovakia,
joined the UNI faculty in 1964. He is the
editor of Culture and Civilization of the
German Speaking States and New
Methodologies in Modern Language
Teaching, as well as the author of a
number of articles and papers concerned
with the German language and the
teaching of German. 0

Nielsen, alumni
active in teacher
education group
Ross Nielsen, head of the UNI
Department of Teaching (Price Laboratory
School), attended an American Association
of Colleges for Teacher Education (AACTE)
leadership institute last summer at
Gallaudet College in Washington, D.C.
Nielsen is a member of the AACTE Board
of Directors, which met in conjunction
with the institute.
Other AACTE board members with ties
to UNI include Sylvia Tucker, B.A. '42,
dean emeritus of the Oregon State
University College of Education; David
Smith, B.A. '54, M .A.Ed . ' 58, dean of the
University of Florida College of Education;
and Arnold Moore, B.A. '49, dean of the
Mississippi State University College of
Education. Smith is also president-elect of
AACTE.
"It is truly unique," says Nielsen, " that
from a Board of eighteen persons, four
would be from a single institution. " D

Ice cutting programs
earn award for Hardman
Robert Hardman, a UNI professor of
educational media and director of the
Educational Media Center, received a
Certificate of Commendation last fall from
the American Association for State and
Local History (AASLH). The award was
given to Hardman for his w ork as director
of two sound-slide series completed in
1982 for the Cedar Fal Is Historical Society.
" Harvesting America' s Ice" and " Ice
Cutting on the Cedar" present the story of
the ice industry in the United States on the
national and local level. Hardman shot
more than 1, 100 photographs during the
project, which took him to several states
under a matching grant provided by the
Division of Historic Preservation of the
U.S. Department of the Interior. Each
finished program contains 170 slides and is
17 minutes in length.
The AASLH honor is the most
prestigious award given for local history
achievement by an individual. An Award
of Merit, given only to organizations, was
presented at the same time to the Living
History Farms Foundation of West Des
Moines.
Research for the project was done in
part by three UNI history student interns.
Production work was contracted through
the Educational Media Center. Hardman
and Nancy Redfern of Cedar Falls did
additional research and script writing. D

AACTE board members w ith ties to UNI are, left to right, David Smith, University of Florida;
Sylvia Tucker, O regon State Univers ity; Arnold M oore, Mississippi State Un1vers,ty; and Ross
Nielsen, Price Laboratory School .

Joanna Jenner is new member
of UNI' s International Trio
Joanna Jenner has joined the School of
Music faculty as an instructor in violin and
member of the International Trio .
Other Trio members are School of
Music faculty Howard Aibel , piano, and
Stefan Reuss, cello. Jenner replaces
violinist Vasile Beluska, who has joined
the faculty of the University of WisconsinStevens Point.
Jenner received a B.M. degree in 1971
from the Juilliard School of Music, where
she was a student of Ivan Galamian and
Oscar Shumsky. She has given solo recitals
in New York, Washington, D.C. and
Seattle, and has recorded as a member of
the Empire Trio. As a member of the
Orpheus Chamber Ensemble, she toured
India, Israel, South America and Europe
under the auspices of the U.S. State
Department.
Jenner is also serving as co-concert
master of the Waterloo/Cedar Falls
Symphony Orchestra, an organization that
includes 14 UNI faculty members.
The International Trio was formed in
1980 and has performed throughout the
United States. It toured in Europe in 1982
and was in residence at the California
Music Center during the summer of
1983. D

Local orchestra includes 14 U NI
facu lty members.
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Panth ers finish at 6-5;
per ga1.11e atten dance up

" Mudra Era " starts with a winning season .

UNI co-sponso red St. Paul
conference.

The UNI football team , which had a
winning season opener against Drake (see
The Alumnus, October 1983), closed out
the season at 6-5, its first winning record
since 1980.
Wins came against Drake, W estern
Illinois, Wi sconsin-Lacrosse , Youn gstown
State, Central Missouri and Northwest
Missouri. Losses were to Southwest
Missouri , Northern Michigan, and highly
rated Indi ana State, Southern Ill inois and
Eastern Illinois.
Six Panthers were named to the Mid-

Continent al l-conference team . They were
James Hutchings, tight end ; Darryl Goree,
wide receiver; John Waskosky, offensive
lineman; Larry Miller, quarterback; Joe
Fuller, defensive back; and Mike Johnson ,
punter.
Per game, home attendance in 1983
was up 8.4 percent over 1982. Average
attendance was 11 , 11 9, compared to
10,254 a year ago . In contrast, th e national
average for NCAA Divi sion IAA football
was 10,838 in 1983, a 3.5 percent decline
from the 1982 average of 10,838. D

Day complet es term
as presiden t of WLA

UNI. After graduation she plans to work
with American Indian children.
The Fellowship was awarded partly fur
Armajo's scholastic record and partl y for
her record of service to her tribe . She was
instrumental in coordi nating an expanded
commu nity health nursing program at the
Mesquakie Settlement. Services previously
admi ni stered by the Iowa Department of
Social Services were arranged throu gh and
contracted out to local agencies, with
Armajo and other members of the tribe
administering the program .
Assisting Armajo in app lying for th e
Fellowship was Ira Tolbert, an assistant to
the dean of the Graduate College and
director of UN l's Graduate Educational
Opportunity Program. D

George Day, a professor of Engli sh at
UNI, has completed his term as president
of the 300-member Western Literatu re
Association, an organization that
emphasizes research and teaching about
the literature of the American W est.
The highlight of Day's yea r in office
was the Association 's an nual conference,
held last October in St. Paul , Minnesota
under the spon sorship of UNI and th e
Vardis Fi sher Foundation . UNI faculty and
staff attending the conference were Jan
Robbins and Robert Gish of th e
Department of English Language and
Literature, David Walker of th e
Department of Hi story, Ruth Ratli ff of the
Graduate College and Kevin Boatri ght of
the Office of Public Inform ation Services.
Carol Benning, a UNI senior in the
Department of English Language and
Literature, also attended the meeting and
assisted Day with conferen ce
arrangements. D

Graduate student
receives American
Indian Fellowsh ip
Karlene Arm ajo, a graduate stud ent in
remedia l readi ng, is the first UN I recipient
of an American Indian Fellowship. The
cash awa rd is part of a nationwide U.S .
Department of Education program
designed to assist American Indi ans with
graduate- leve l university studies.
Armajo is a M esquakie from Tama. She
received a B.A. degree from Drake
University, after w hi ch she attended UNI
to complete her teacher certi fication . She
is now working toward an M.A. degree at
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Elderhostel planned
for July 8-14 at UNI
The 1984 edition of UNl 's popular
Elderhostel program is schedul ed for July
8-14 in Cedar Falls .
The program is open to anyone 60 or
older, or anyone whose spouse is in that
age group. The $1 80 fee inc Iudes course
instru ction, extra-curri cul ar activities, and
room and mea ls in a UNI residen ce hall.
Persons who li ve in the Cedar Fa ll s area
and who plan to commute from their home
pay an $85 fee.
This yea r's Elderhostel courses are
Centra l America: Sub-Continent in Revolt,
Discovering the University Through
Astronomy, and Growth and Deve lopment
of O rchestras and Orchestral Mu sic. You
need not have any prior background in
these subjects to attend . There are no tests,
no home work and no grades.
Elderhostelers do have access to th e UNI
Library and other campus fac ilities.
For more information, cal l Raymond
Sch li cher at UNI using the tol l-free number
1-800-772-1746. D

Update wa s the title of a regular
campus new sletter that kept UNI
facult y and staff informed about
the progress of the Comprehensive
Stud y.

Four years to complete

Study of teacher education
results in recommendations,
renewed campus emphasis
You faced a c lassroom full of children
for the first time. You were still a " student
teacher, " but you probably could tell right
then whether your classes, practice and
research had prepared you for a I ife as a
teacher. In that moment, UNl ' s teacher
education program received its toughest
test.
UNI teacher ed ucation program
recently underwent an equally cha llenging
evaluation: the Comprehensive Study of
Teacher Education. The Study was begun
in 1979 (The Alumnus, September 1979),
with the purpose of exam ining UN l' s
teacher education program in detail , with
no pre-conceived ideas about what
changes, if any, might be needed .
The Study resulted in a report, issued in
November 1982. Some recommendations
have already been implemented; others
await further review. Almost five years
after the start of the study, what
conclusions can be drawn from its work?

A thorough, lengthy study
According to Beverly Taylor, an
associate professor in the Department of
Educational Psychology and Foundations,
the Study had very broad objectives. "We
were to take a fresh look at teacher
educatron ," she says, "and ask whether
we are doing the best job we can possibly
do in preparing students to teach in the
schools."

Taylor served as project director for the
Study after 1981, taking over from Len
Froyen, professor of education. According
to Taylor, the Study operated through nine
separate task forces. Each task force was
given a specific topic to work on. At the
conclusion of the Study, each task force
submitted recommendations to a
Comprehensive Study Committee, from
which a final report was prepared.
The task forces , says Taylor, were
composed of UNI faculty and students as
well as public school teachers and
administrators. The nine topic areas under
review, and a partial description of each ,
were as follows:

• Governance - Who should be
responsible for administering the teacher
education program?
• Selection/Admission/Retention How can we encourage students to
become teachers? What standards should
be used for allowing students to enter and
remain in the program?
• General Education - How does the
University's General Education program
relate to teacher education?
• Field Experience - How effective are
field experiences, including formal student
teaching?
• Evaluation - How can we evaluate
the success of our graduates and our
program?

Beverly Taylor served as project director for the
Study after 1981.
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" The Study focused the whole
faculty's attention on the
importance of teacher education
at U NI. "

• Faculty and Staffing - who are the
" teacher education facu lty" at UNI, and
w hat shou ld their qualifications and
responsibilities be?
• Technology - Are we using new
teaching aids as effectively as we could,
and are our students being taught how to
use them?
• Majors/Minors - Is the present
curriculum giving future teachers adequate
academic preparation?
• Professional Education - Is the
Common Professional Sequence (with
supplementary methods courses) an
appropriate professional background?
The fact that the Study took more than
four years to complete is a reflection of
how extensive it was. Taylor wasn' t
surprised that it took so long, given the
democratic nature of the process. The
entire faculty was involved, and opinions
were sought from every possible source.
Th is took time. It also tended to soften
radical alternatives to the existing program .
Far-out solutions didn' t survive the process
of consensus.
" Those w ho' ve criticized the Study,"
says Taylor, " tend to ask 'Why did it take
so long?' and 'Is that all that happened?' "
She doesn't apologize if others think the
results were slow in comin g and somewhat
conventional. Clifford M cCollum, dean of

the College of Natural Sciences, shares her
feelings.

"Results don't look exciting"
M cCollum served throughout the Study
as chairman of the Comprehensive Study
Committee, an 18-member body
composed of UNI facu lty, students and
other education professionals. The
Committee gave direction to the nine task
forces by providing reactions to their
preliminary recommendations, and the
fi nal report was issued under its auspices.
" The pri nted results don' t look very
exciting," says Mcc o llum [see table], who
admits he would have welcomed more
innovative recommendations. The report
contains little that's new or startl ing. For
the most part it represents a fine tu ning of
w hat was in place when the Study began .
Nonetheless, McCollum is stil l glad that
the Study was undertaken . If the
recommendation s themselves aren't
exciting, the process by w hich they were
arrived at is.
" The Study focused the whole faculty's
attention on the importance of teacher
education at UNI," says McCollum. " The
Study was worth it for th at. The excitement
was in those task force meetings, w here
people 'knocked heads' together in a
professional way. A great many ideas were
generated there. "

Highlights of the Comprehensive Study
of Teacher Education
Governance
• Formation of a Teacher Education Coordinating Council*
• Formation of a Teacher Education Forum•

Faculty and Staffing
• Retention of present faculty and student structure, under
which methods courses are taught in and secondary
curricula determined by the academic departments

Selection/Admission/Retention
• A two-pronged effort, involving publicity and scholarships,
aimed at recruiting outstanding students as teaching
majors•
• Require a 2.40 grade point average (GPA) and 24 credit
hours completed for admission to teacher education,• plus
other curricular minimums
• Requirement of a 2.40 GPA in sequence and methods
courses*
• Requirement of a 2.40 GPA in all work completed before
student teaching*
• Completion of all required methods courses prior to student
teaching (at least two if the department requires more than
two)*
• Requirement of a 2.40 GPA, overall and in all UNI work,
for graduation *

General Education
• Preparation of lists of recommended general education
courses for elementary and secondary majors

Professional Education
• Adjustments to the Common Professional Sequence and the
Field Experiences program in such areas as course content,
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supervisory responsibilities, student performance standards
and the duties of methods faculty
• Greater incorporation of material relating to human
relations throughout the teacher education program
• Creation of a task force to study proposals for an
"extended" teacher education program

Field Experiences
• Future consideration of a full semester of student teaching
for students seeking more than one endorsement, followed
by a one-week, on-campus seminar
• Shared supervision of students by methods faculty and
student teaching coordinators•

Majors/Minors
• Systematic departmental reviews of major and minor
content, courses and sequence every five to seven years
• Requirement of a 2.40 GPA in the academic department
prior to admission to student teaching•

Technology
• Survey technology use in elementary and secondary
schools, and at UNI
• lnservice education and consulting services on technology
for UNI faculty
• Design of a plan to increase faculty use of techno logy and
to incorporate technology into teacher education courses

Evaluation
• Develop and implement an evaluation component for
teacher education programs
• Post-graduate follow-up with alumni*
• Already implemented

McCollum feels the Study was useful in
helping UNI retain its emphasis on teacher
education. The study began, he says,
because "there were those on campus who
were interested in maintaining that
emphasis, that quality, that standard ." The
Study may have contributed to that, by
reiterating the philosophy that teacher
education is a responsibility of the entire
University, not just the College of
Education.
Neither Mccollum nor Taylor are aware
of any other universities that have
undertaken such a thorough , campuswide
"soul-searching" where teacher education
is concerned. The Study pre-dated the
many reports on education that came out
in 1983, but its findings were in line with
many of those reports, says Taylor,
especially in such areas as teacher
recruitment and student standards .
Council, Forum created
Both Mccollum and Taylor hope that
the review process begun by the Study will
conti nue on a regular basis, not just
whenever an NCATE or NCA accreditation
looms. Two new vehicles for continued
discussion are the Teacher Education
Coordinating Council and the Teacher
Education Forum , each a result of the
Study.
The Council met for the first time last
May. It serves as a policy making and
coordination body for the teacher
education program, and is made up of
col lege deans and elected and designated
faculty members.

The Forum, which met for the first time
in November, has no governing authority .
It will meet at least once a semester to
discuss issues related to teacher education.
The first meeting, for example, was a
discussion of the so-called "extended," or
fifth-year, program in use at some
universities. The Forum is designed to keep
faculty thinking about ways to improve
teacher education at UNI. The Council
will help implement future changes,
through the Faculty Senate, deans or other
agencies.
Issues not completely addressed by the
Study, says Mccollum, include "soc iety's
attitude toward and support for education"
and the problem of "how do we get
quality people into education despite the
tremendous salaries they could get in other
areas?" He is hopeful that these and other
subjects will be considered by the Council
and the Forum .
Taylor, along with faculty members
William Callahan and Darrel Hoff, have
been named to an ad hoc committee
whose assignment is to draft a paper on the
status of teacher education at UNI one
year after the completion of the Study.
They will review Study recommendations
that have been implemented and those
which are under consideration, as well as
other programs under way at UNI in
response to last year's national reports on
the status of education . This report is
scheduled for completion in January or
February. It is hoped that its findings will
be available for a follow-up article in the
April issue of The Alumnus. D

Teacher education is a
responsibility of the entire
University, not just the College
of Education.

The first Teacher Education Forum included a discussion of so-ca lled "extended" programs of teacher preparation.
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Scholars show off

A bowl game

for UNI brains
by Kevin Boatright and Laura Amick

Wilkie Collins was not a
shortstop for the Cubs.

Perhaps you've never wondered how
and when badminton was introduced in
England. Maybe you've forgotten, if you
ever knew, the name of the capital of
Albania . If such little-known facts as these
have been erased forever from your brain 's
data bank, you have plenty of company.
On the other hand, if you know that
Wilkie Collins was a novelist (and not a
shortstop for the Cubs) or that crayfish
farming is big in Louisiana, you may have
missed your calling. You could have won
fame, fortune and the envy of all your
friends as a contestant in the annual UN I
College Bowl.
(Let's modify that last statement. You
could have had your name in the Northern
Iowan, $15 and a free meal ; and perhaps
your roommate might notice your firstplace trophy if you happen to set it on her
pillow.)
If college bowl isn't big time, at least
it's a good time for those who take part
and those who watch. The 1983
tournament, held in November, drew a
record 28 teams for the four nights of
competition. Each four-member team
represented a department, Greek chapter,
residence hall house or other group.
College bowl is a relatively simple
game. A moderator asks questions and two
teams compete to see who can give the
most correct answers (a nd score the most
points) during each round. The rules sound
easy; the questions aren't.

"Austria doesn't have a seaport!"
Time-Life, Inc . provides wellresearched questions for college bowls at
UNI and other U .S. campuses. The
questions concentrate on such areas as
history, literature, current events and the
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arts, though questions pertaining to sports,
business, science and geography are also
asked. As a result, the most successful
teams this year were those whose members
had diverse backgrounds and a good
general knowledge of many subjects.
Teams whose members were all
accounting majors or all social studies
majors were usua ll y at a disadvantage.
Dr . Fred Abraham, an associate
professor of economics, has been
moderator of the UNI College Bowl since
the event was re-established on campus in
1977. His sense of humor helped keep the
often intense matches on a friendly level.
(" Imagine, all those little curved things in
your ears have names.")
The tournament was held at Maucker
Union, with assistance from Director John
Ketter, staff members Jim Dittrich and Greg
Hambleton, and members of the Union
Policy Board. President Curris threw out
the first questions in the opening match on
November 7.
Some teams took the competition more
seriously than others. Four Trues and a
Fault, for example, came dressed in
tuxedos. Their scores were not as good as
their tailors, however. Sometimes a sil ly
answer seemed better than no answer, as
when the Geode team identified "the
Huns, Mickey Mantle and Ty Cobb" as
three contributors to the fall of the Roman
Empire. Cobb, maybe, but Mantle?
The crowds that gathered to watch the
matches wou ld often play right along with
the teams . Friends in the audience would
use telepathy to transmit correct answers to
their comrades. "The principal seaport of
Austria? Dummy, Austria doesn't have a
seaport!" The telepathy didn't seem to
work very well.

Gang of Four takes title

Researchers could draw any number of
scientific or cultural conclusions from the
results of this year's UNI College Bowl.
Players who knew the names of current
rock stars drew a blank on musicians Pete
Seeger and Leopold Stokowski . If they
knew that Phobos was a moon of Mars
they couldn't tell you who invented the
steam engine or which state voted for
McGovern in 1972. Once-controversial
figures, such as Chief Justice Earl Warren
or Czech Premier Alexander Dubcek
(remember 1968 ?) may as well have been
Space Shuttle astronauts . Watching such
questions go unanswered makes one
realize how fleeting fame really is.
Top honors in UNl 's 1983 College
Bowl went to the Gang of Four, made up
of seniors Dan Laubenthal and LeAnn
Jensen and graduate students Michael
Moore and Jeff Kuepper . They su rvived the
40-match schedule undefeated, and won
three matches on the final night of the
tournament.
Gang of Four captain Moore was
competing in his third UNI College Bowl.
He went to the regional contest during his
first year and will be a member of a UNI
all-star team that will compete in the
Minneapolis regional s in February.
Moore is a careful student of college
bowl. The Gang of Four, for example, was

made up of majors in English, history,
chemistry and biology. For almost every
question that came up, someone on the
team had an answer. "Co llege bowl
success," says Moore, " depends on being
able to think quickly on your feet. It tests
your general education at the expense of
your major field."
College Bowl is more than a trivia
contest, says Moore, but it shouldn't be
confused with a true education. "School
isn 't memorizing a lot of facts .... We' re
in a university to learn how processes
work. College Bowl doesn' t test you on the
larger view, only on particular facts that
you can come up with .... It's an ego trip
to see if you have the memory and skill to
answer quickly, or the ability to push a
button fast enough to give an answer."
College bowl is sometimes described as
the " varsity sport of the mind," with the
bands, cheerleaders and hoopla of other
sports noticeably absent. While the real
name of " Tokyo Rose" or the correct
spelling of rhesus monkey may not be
terribly important facts, there is some
satisfaction in knowing the answers, and in
having an appreciative audience.
Knowledge is too often an anonymous
attribute; scholarship too often an
unappreciated pastime. UNl's College
Bowl recognizes both and gives them
center stage four nights a year. 0

College bowl shows fame is
fleeting.

Knowledge is too often an
anonymous attribute.

Members of the UNI Co llege Bowl All-Star Team are, clockwise from extreme left: Rick
Vermazen, Chris Foy, Michael Moore, Jeff Kuepper and Lee Potter.
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"We're not kidding ourselves by saying
it's not going to be difficult. ... We're
going to have to work hard to be
respectable in this transition period, but
we're not ones to back off from a
challenge."
Jim Berry, UNI Head Basketball Coach
The UNI Century, October 1980

The challenge Coach Jim Berry was
describing was UNl's entry into the lions'
den of NCAA Division I basketball. His
assessment was accurate. The Panthers,
who played 10 Division I opponents in
1979-80, played 23 the next season,
including Alabama, Kansas State, Iowa
State and Iowa. Games with "big-name"
opponents became a regular part of the
season, and competition in a new
conference pushed long-time North
Central rivals North Dakota State,
Morningside and South Dakota off the UNI
schedule.
The switch to Division I has meant lean
years for UNI basketball. A team whose
record was 45-36 in the three years prior
to 1980-81 had a record of 33-52 the
following three years. Along the way came
a steady diet of road games, a few lopsided
losses, and the frequently asked question :
what are we doing in Division I?
There may be those at UNI who long
for the days when Augustana College was
a big game, but Coach Berry isn't one of
them . "We' re not an Iowa State, Iowa or
Drake yet, " he says. "We're still way
behind in a lot of ways, but we' ve come
from down here [indicating the floor] to up
here [indicating his desk top] ."
Progress has come slowly in Division I,
but.it has come. The slogan on Berry's tshirt (" You gotta believe") reflects his
optimism at the start of a new season, his
hope that UNI will turn the corner in
1983-84.

Junior college transfer Scott Stafford drives for a bucket against Westmar College.
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More home games scheduled
Why did UNI make the jump to
Division I status? The decision was largely
a matter of money. Men's and women' s
intercollegiate athletic programs are
becoming more expensive to operate. At
UNI, as at most universities, one or two
so-called " revenue-producing" sports
make enough money to pay for everything
else in the program. These sports are
usually footba ll and basketball.
UNl's footba ll team, playing in Division
IAA, has tended to carry the financia l load,
with basketball and wrestling breaking
even and most other sports losing money.
By moving basketball into Division I, it
was hoped that more money could be
generated through improved attendance
and the potential for post-season play and
television appearances. That hasn't
happened yet, but the fact remains that
basketball is the only UNI sport w ith
football 's money-making potential.
The hardest part of the move to
Division I has been the often punishing

UNI basketball at a crossroads

Jump Ball
in Division I
schedule. A Division I team must play 85
percent of its schedule against other
Division I teams. This created a
predicament for UNI, since the other
members of the Association of MidContinent Universities Conference
(AMCU )* were slower than UNI in moving
into Division I. As a result, UNI played a
lot of road games against bigger schools in
order to reach the 85 percent requirement.
Last year, for example, UN l's schedule
included successive road games at Iowa
State, Missouri and Kansas State.
The tough schedule was his choice,
says Berry, since he believed it would
attract better players and boost attendance.
Now that all AMCU members are in
Division I, relieving the scheduling
problem, UNI is reluctant to enter into
contracts that don 't include home and
away games. During 1983-84, for
example, UNI plays Wisconsin , Drake and
Kansas State in the UNI-Dome. The
1984-85 season will include home games
against Missouri and Iowa State. That
should mean increased attendance and a
better chance of winning, since UNl 's
home record in the Dome after eight
seasons is an impressive 65-26 (.714).
The game that Berry would like to
schedule, a home date against Iowa, hasn 't
materia lized . Berry thinks the UNI-Dome
could be sold out for such a game, but
Iowa isn't interested .
Berry is realistic about his tough nonconference schedule. " We're not at that
level. We don 't pretend to be. We are
getting used to playing those teams, and
we have a legitimate chance of winning a
couple."

*Western Illinois, Eastern Illinois, Valparaiso,
Cleveland (0 .) State, Southwest Missouri State,
Wisconsin-Green Bay, Illinois-Chicago and
UNI

Move to Division I was
a matter of money.

Senio r center Herb Kin g takes the jump aga in st
Drake University.

UNl 's December 1-January 14 schedu le
this season may be as tough as any in
Division I. Included are games against
Wisconsin , Drake, Georgia, Nebraska,
Kansas State, Iowa State and Missouri . " If
we can survive mentally, we have as good
a chance of winning the conference as
anybody ."
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lack of statewide recognition

Recognition comes only when
you win.

The move to Division I has made
Berry's recruiting job both easier and
harder. It's easier, he says, in that students
"want to play at the highest level they
possibly can." UNI now has a shot at
signing players who wouldn't consider
attending a Division II university.
Berry also has more help with
recruiting. He had only one graduate
assistant when he came to UNI from Loras
College in 1973. Now he has two full-time
assistant coaches, Dan Traeger and Paul
Swanson. UNI does a much better job of
recruiting as a result, especially in Illinoi s.
UNl 's basketball facilities have also
improved. Berry shared an office with the
men's track coach when he came to UNI.
He and his staff now share a suite of new
offices located in the UNI-Dome. While
the Dome itself is not an ideal basketball
facility, it does have a larger seating
capacity and is more comfortable for
spectators than the old West Gymnasium .
An obstacle to recruiting, and
attendance, is lack of recognition in the
state. Iowa, Iowa State, Drake and UNI are
considered the " Big Four," but UNI
usually brings up the rear in terms of
media awareness and fan loyalty. The
recent spectacular success of the
University of Iowa, in football and
wrestling as well as basketball , has
overshadowed UNl's more modest gains.
Berry recalls signing a player last fall on
the same day as Iowa State. The Iowa State
signing captured the sports page headline;

Coach Berry in practice with guard Rob Williams , foreground, forward Jay Block, center, and
Herb King .

the UNI story ran at the bottom of the
column, "continued on page 4 ." Coverage
of games by local and state media usually
concentrates on Iowa and Iowa State, with
UNI mentioned briefly if at all.
Berry isn't crying foul. After 10 seasons
in Cedar Falls he realizes that recognition
comes only when you win. But every
" Hawkeye" or "Cyclone" t-shirt and
bumper sticker he sees on the UNI campus
reminds Berry that he faces an uphill fight
for fan loyalty and media attention.
"We've got some kids now who are
capable of playing competitively in the
conference," says Berry. For success to
come, "we've got to have a concentrated
effort to push, emphasize and promote
basketball at UNI." To do that he and his
staff attend community service club
meetings and gatherings of students to
encourage awareness and attendance at
games. UNI has also offered "Fami ly
Night" and other reduced-pri ce admiss ion
promotions to improve upon last years
average home attendance of just 1,678
(incl uding a high of 3,026 and a low of
672).
One problem for UNI is its conference.
"The AMCU is a good basketball
conference," says Berry, "but it's not
nationally known. The winner of the
conference, for example, is not yet an
automatic qualifier for the NCAA
Champ ionships." UNI has applied for
membership in the more prestigious
Missou ri Valley Conference on several
occasions without success. Such a move
wou ld give the program a badly needed
attendance boost. " No matter how good a
team Valparaiso has," says Berry, "peop le
are more likely to come to the Dome to
see us play a Wichita State."

"Mi llion small problems"
Berry isn't the only one at UNI who's
concerned about attendance and
recognition. Bob Bowlsby, acting athletic
director, considers this to be a "very telling
year" for the basketball program .
"We have to determine whether there's
a market out there for Division I
basketball ," says Bowlsby. By that he
means that home games with such " name"
schools as Drake, Wisconsin and Kansas
State must draw large crowds for the
program to succeed. " We expect
basketball to be a revenue-producing sport
in the future," says Bowlsby, who
considers game attendance of 5,000 on
weeknights and 6,500 on weekends to be
reasonable goals.
Bowlsby emphasizes packaging and
awareness as complements to a winning
team. A pep band, improved UNI-Dome
lighting, an orientation toward offense and
promotional events that get people to
attend their first game are all part of
Bowlsby's approach. The fact that Berry
has signed the past two Iowa high school
"Mr. Basketballs" may also increase
statewide interest in the Panthers.
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Money is not yet a problem in
basketball, despite poor attendance. "The
budget covers the crucial needs, not the
niceties," says Bowlsby. "All our coaches,
not just in basketball, get more for the
dollar. We make our money go farther, not
always by choice." On road trips, for
example, Berry and his staff often stay with
relatives or friends to cut costs.
Nonetheless, a "million small
problems" complicate Berry's job. For
example, the team was not able to practice
in the UNI-Dome until November 21 (the
day before its opening exh ibition game)
because the football field was still in place
from a ju nior college bowl game played
the previous weekend. Such aggravations
relate to Berry's push for greater emphasis
9n basketball.
"You Gotta Believe"
By the time UNI opens its conference
schedule on January 14, Panther fans
should have some indication of whether

Coach Berry's young squad can improve
on last season's 13-18 mark. A good
recruiting year, a better home schedule
and three years of Division I experience
will help, as will having two good assistant
coaches on the staff.
More than anything, however, what
UNI basketball needs is fan support. Home
attendance of 541 (as at the November 26

opener against Wayne State (Nebr.)
College) won't support a successful
Division I program. On the same day, for
example, games at Iowa and Iowa State
drew more than 23,000 fans against
similar opponents. UNI students, staff,
alumni and others need to start buying
tickets and attending games, win or lose. A
sizeable increase in attendance would
solve many of Berry's "million small
problems."
Regardless of attendance or won-lost
record, UNI is committed to Division I
basketball. Berry didn't underestimate the
size of the challenge in 1980; he knew
what he was up against. Even though his
1983-84 outlook is cautiously optimistic,
Berry has seen steady improvement, not as
fast or as far as he'd like, but enough to
make " You Gotta Believe" a believeable
slogan for Panther basketball fans. D

Panthers down
Wisconsin, Drake
Senior forward Dwayne
Jackson pulls down a
rebound against Westmar.

In what has been described as the
biggest basketball win ever for UNI, the
Panthers defeated the University of
Wisconsin December 1 by a score of
60-59. The victory came before a UNIDome and campus record crowd of 5,517.
It was UN l's first win ever over a Big Ten
team.
" This victory has been a long time
coming," said Berry. After leading by 10
points, and then falling behind by six in
the final minutes, crowd support and hot
shooting gave UNI the lead for good with
38 seconds to go. " The kids stayed with
it, " said Berry. " The thing I'm most proud
of is that we didn' t quit. We could have
folded dow n the stretch."
Wisconsin had a chance to win with 5
seconds remaining but a field 1oal attempt
bounced off the rim . Wisconsin Head
Coach Steve Yoder said, " They outplayed
us. Jim Berry had his kids ready to play. "
The dramatic win over Wisconsin was
followed five days later by a 67-55 triumph
over Drake before a new UNI-Dome
record crowd of 6,3 17. It was UNl's third
win over Drake in nine meetings, the last
victory coming in 1914. (In these two
games, the Panthers drew more than half
of last year's 13-game tota l UNI-Dome
attendance.)
The wins may have answered two
questions raised in this Alumnus article.
Can UNI stay in the game against other
Division I teams? Yes, especially on its
home court. Will fans turn out for home
games against top opponents? Yes, and
their enthusiasm can have an effect on the
final score. 0
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Administrative uses, too

library computers
mean less search,
more research
An on-line search is a
supplement to other forms of
searching, not a replacement.

Five-year-old computer"whizzes aren't
the only ones tapping into the nation's
largest data bases. Reference librarians at
the UNI Library are doing the same thing,
legally, every day.
What's more, they're being aided and
abetted by faculty in the Department of
Library Science. Together, they're part of a
movement that is changing our definition
of " I ibrary."
Remember writing term papers on
Babylonian astronomy or Peruvian
educational theory? You rummaged for
hours through card catalogs, reference
books, abstracts and bibliographies,
seeking clues to subjects common or
obscure. In the end, you had a fistful of
dog-eared note cards, a pencil worn to the
nubbin, and eyes that ached from reading
fine print. Even so, you probably
overlooked the landmark articles on your
topic (an article written, no doubt, by your
professor).

The telephone connection in the foreground is reference librarian Stan Lyle's computer link to
more than 200 data bases. Here, Lyle shows UNI student Melody Hill how it's done.
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The largest part of research is " search."
In the past, such searches sometimes
seemed like Stanley looking for Dr.
Livingstone. Today, however, UNI
students and faculty can get computer
assistance that makes the search process
faster, more effective and less nervewracking. The UNI Library's Stan Lyle is
showing how it's done.

Search costs are modest
Lyle is a reference librarian and
assistant professor. He came to UNI in
1977, shortly after the introduction of the
Library's first on-line search equipment.
Lyle now coordinates the on-line search
work of four reference librarians, each of
whom performs computer searches on a
part-time basis.
What is an "on-l ine search?" In most
respects, it' s no different than the usual
library expedition for titles and sources.
Instead of leafing through separate
volumes, however, you use a computer to
locate the information you need.
According to Lyle, however, an on-line
search is a supplement to other forms of
searching, not a replacement. One reason
is the fact that most data bases only
contain references published since the
mid-1960s. To find anything earlier you
must still conduct a "manual" search.
Students and faculty who want to
conduct an on-line search must fill out an
application and arrange an appointment
with a reader service librarian . Prior to the
appointment, the librarian draws up a
"search profile," based on knowledge of
available data bases and key words for the
topic being researched . During the
appointment, the librarian and the
researcher cooperate to search through the
hundreds of thousands of entries listed in a
given data base.
A data base is nothing more than a file,
containing the same sort of bibliographic
information you'd find in a card catalog or
reference work. Through two different
vendors (BRS and DIALOG), the UNI
Library has access to more than 200
different data bases. During an on-line
search, the librarian and the researcher use

a telephone-linked keyboard to
communicate with a computer and pull
information out of one or more of these
data bases.
"On-line" means you can ask
questions, give commands and change
your search strategy while you're at the
keyboard . If you keep drawing a blank on
a certain key word you can try something
else, narrowing or broadening your search
focus until you've located the sources you
need.
The cost of on-line searching is rather
modest. During 1982-83, for example, the
average facu lty search (i .e., a single topic)
cost just $20. The average student search
cost about $12 .50 . Users are charged for
each citation printed in addition to a per
hour charge for computer time. These per
hour charges range from about $27 for the
ERIC (Educational Resources Information
Center) data base to more than $120.
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The "After Dark" alternative

On-line searches by UNI faculty
members and graduate assistants are often
paid for by departments or colleges .
Under a program started in 1982, graduate
students who are planning to write a
master's degree thesis may apply for $2 5
on-line search grants from the Graduate
College. Searches funded in thi s way must
relate to the thesis topic.
According to Lyle, about 300 different
searches were conducted at the UNI
Library during 1982-83. About two-thirds
of the searches were conducted by
students, usually graduate students. At
UNI, not surprisi ngly, the ERIC data base is
used more often than any other.
In October the Library introduced a
new on-line search service called After
Dark. It offers access to some of the same
data bases as BRS and DIALOG but is
available only after 6 p.m . on Tuesdays
and Wednesdays. Computer time is
cheaper then , so access to ERIC, for
example, costs about $16 per hour instead
of the usual $2 7.
After Dark is a simple system designed
for people who use home computers.
Unlike a regular on-line search, an After
Dark search is conducted without the aid
of a librarian. While such a search may be
simpler it is less efficient. As a result, the
same search may take longer using After
Dark.
According to Lyle, on-line searches are
available at virtually any large university
library. Some public libraries and school
libraries are also beginn ing to offer this
service. Before long, says Lyle, a user wi ll
be able to call up a print-out of an entire
article, not just its bibl iographic entry.
Such print-outs will be expensive,
however, so unless there's an emergency
you' ll be better off using Interlibrary Loan
if your library doesn't have the article you
want.
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Graduate students Leon Carson and Johanna Anderson don't seem like stereotypical librarians.
They're as comfortable with computers as they are with more traditional forms of l ibrary equipment.

Library as grocery store?

In another part of the UNI Library,
Assistant Professor Leah H iland has a
vision that goes beyond on-line computer
searches. As the instructor of a course
entitled Computer Applications in
Libraries, she's teaching UNI graduate
students how to make computers as much
a part of libraries as books and journals.
In her course, which she's offering this
spring, Hiland introduces students to
computer applications related to library
acquisitions, indexing, cataloging and
retrieval. About three-fourths of al I library
science master's degree candidates now
take the course, says Hiland, though few
students saw the need for it when she first
taught the course in the 1970s.
Now, says Hiland, librarians in the
public schools are being asked to select
software programs for their schools.
They're also being asked to integrate thei r
school's expanding software collection
into existing libraries. These new roles for
librarians make a course such as H iland's
very timel y.
Computer use is also being taught in
other library science courses, such as
Media Selection, Reference and Library
Materials for Children. In Reference,
students are introduced to on-line
computer searches. In Library Materials for
Children , students are tau ght to evaluate
instructional software. The techniques
learned in these courses are applicable to
any library, says Hiland.

Librarians in the public schools
are being asked to select
software programs for their
schools.
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Some of the most interesting uses for
computers are in library administration. An
on-line circulation system , for example,
may work like an electronic grocery store
check-out. A bar code label on the spine
or pocket of a book tells the library's
computer the name of the book . When
matched with the bar code on a I ibrary
card, the book is checked out and a record
kept of who has it.
Such a system has advantages at
inventory time, too . The librarian simply
walks down an aisle, touching a computer
"wand " to each book's bar code. The
computer then tells the librarian whether
any books are missing.
Computer use is spreading

Lea h Hiland is teaching Computer Applications
in Libraries this spring at U N I.

An on-line circulation system can
reduce the amount of time-that librarians
spend doing clerical or "warehouse"
chores . The computer frees the librarian
for more professional contact with students
and teachers . Such a system can also
ensure greater user privacy, since a
computer can be programmed to erase the
names of those who' ve checked out a
book in the past.
According to Hiland, Carolyn Byall , an
M.A. candidate at UNI and a librarian at
Jesup Elementary School , recently
introduced an on-line circulation system at
her school using a micro-computer. A few
schools in Iowa are also beginning to teach
students how to conduct on-line computer
searches . An on-line search service similar

to After Dark is scheduled to become
available to K-12 schools early in 1984,
says Hiland. Called Colleague/Educator, it
will give school teachers and their students
the same on-line access as UNI faculty and
students. According to Hiland, Kathryn
0 'Shaughnessy, B.A. '73 , a librarian at
Bettendorf High School, is among those
who plan to use Colleague/Educators when
it becomes available.
When computers become an integral
part of library operations, says Hiland , the
present card catalog may be obsolete . It
will be replaced by terminals that can
check book titles and other information
much more quickly, terminals that can
also be linked to the catalogs of other
libraries. Along with on-line searches,
such systems wi 11 free researchers to do
more thinking and less physical searching .
Because of the expense and transition
time involved, it will be some time before
on-line circulation or catalog systems are
fully introduced in the UNI Library, though
work in this direction has been under way
since 1977. Even so, reference librarians
such as Stan Lyle are using computers now
to conduct information searches, and
faculty members such as Leah Hiland are
preparing students today to function in
future libraries that will be easier and faster
to use.
That's good news for scholars of
Babylonian astronomy as well as the
kindergarten class of 1984 that wil I grow
up with a different definition of " library." O

An On-Line Search (S implified!)
What happens when you conduct an on-line search with a
UNI reference librarian? It's a little like having three circles
that overlap each other. Think of each circle as a key word in
your topic, such as Iowa, technology and education. The
three key words come together in a reference such as
"Industrial Technology Education at the University of
Northern Iowa."
Suppose you're a home economics major researching a topic
such as mill inspections of new garments. In an actual
search, conducted with Stan Lyle using the Textile
Technology Digest data base, the process works like this:
1) Log-on, i.e., gain access to the computer via a
telephone connection.
2) Enter the DIALOG password.
3) Enter key words: "quality control" or "statistical
acceptance sampling"
4) The computer tells you that the data base contains 745
references to quality control and O references to
statistical acceptance sampling.
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5) Enter key words: "apparel" or "clothing."
6) The com puter tel ls you that the data base contains
15,468 references to apparel, 1,906 references to
clothing, and 15,748 references that contain both key
words.
7) Ask the computer how many references contain the key
words quality control and either apparel or clothing.
8) The computer tells you that the data base contains 186
such references.
9) By asking other questions in a logical sequence, Lyle
learns that the data base contains 51 references to
quality control and apparel or clothing which were
published in English from 1981 to 1983.
10) You can then ask the computer to print out al I 51
citations, or citations from a particular journal, or
citations from a particular year, etc. You've built a useful
bibliography using just .096 hours of computer time at a
cost, including telephone time, of just $7 .01.
11) Log-off.

Ralph Long, B.A. '55, D.I.T. '80

UNI doctoral pioneer
puts degrees to work
in education, industry
Ralph Long, B.A. '55, was "one piece
of paper away" from enrolling in a
doctoral program at Colorado State
University. The yea r was 1978, and Long
was an associate professor in th e College
of En gineering at Utah State University.
While readin g an alumni news letter
from U l' s Department of Indu stri al
Tec hnology, Long learned of pl ans to start
a new doctor 'of industria l techn o logy
(D .I.T.) degree program at U I. Hi s
sabbati ca l was already approved, but he
chan ged hi s plans . " The UN I program
looked like what I wanted," says Long . He
ca me back to Cedar Falls and graduated
two yea rs later, receiving the first earned
doctoral degree ever conferred at his alma
mater and th e first D.I.T . degree ever
conferred in the United States.
Long' s career at UNI spanned 31 years,
with several interruption s. He came to th e
ca mpus from Cedar Rapid s in 1949. After
two yea rs as a student he served in the
Army for two years , durin g what he calls
the " M *A*S* H era. " He gradu ated with a
maj or in industrial arts and a minor in
general agriculture.
Long tau ght for four years in school s in
Winthrop and Davenport, tea ch in g
industrial arts, general agriculture, welding
and even driver edu cation. He then held a
series of two-year posit ion s with Rockwel 1Coll ins in Cedar Rapid s, AVCO Ordnance
in Ri chmond , Indian a and Honeywell in
Minneapo li s. Hi s work for th ese firms was
in indu strial , manufacturing o r production
engineerin g, jobs that made use of his
ed ucatio n and teaching ex per ience.
From 1965 to 1967 Long went back to
teaching, thi s time in the Minneapol is
Publi c Schools. In 1966 he completed a
master of industrial education degree
program at Co lorado State, and a year later
he joined th e fac ulty at Utah State.

D.I .T.'s technical emphasis
After 11 years of teach ing in Logan ,
Long was look ing for a doctoral progra m
th at would involve technica l work and few
preliminary courses. He didn ' t have the
educa tional background for an engineering
degree, but he also didn ' t want a
vocational educa tion program . UN l's
D.I.T. program , with its techni ca l
emphas is and curricular flexibility, was
very attractive to Long, and he and his wife
welcomed the chance to be c loser to their
fam ilies in Iowa .
Comin g back to UNI after 23 yea rs
posed some problems for Long . " During
my first fa ll registration I needed to see a
professor in Seerl ey Hall ," he recalls. " I
said to myse lf, ' I know where Seerley is; I
used to I ive there.' " After going to w hat is
now Baker Hall , Long " went to the old
Library [new Seerley Hall] with my tail
between my legs. "
Long found hi s doctora l ex per ience
academi ca ll y sa ti sfy ing, thou gh the
Department of Industrial Technology itse lf
was experienci ng grow in g pain s during
those years. The transition from industrial
arts to industrial technology was a difficult
one for faculty and stud ents, Lon g reca ll s.
His dissertation was a technical stud y of
the way in which process va riabl es in
" stick" welding affect the structure of
stai nless steel. The idea for hi s di ssertatio n
came while he was visiting an electrode
plant in West Germany. Lon g also studi ed
welding methods at research centers in
France and Czechoslovakia .
If Long regrets anything about hi s work
at UN I it' s th e name of hi s degree . " D .I.T.
after your name looks weird ," says Long.
" People have no idea what it mea ns. It
may be 20 or 40 years before a nyo ne
knows just what a 'Dit' is. "
Long returned to Utah State after

" Th e UNI program looked
like w hat I w anted."
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Ralph Long received UNl's first earned doctoral degree on August 1, 1980 during summer
commencement. Conferring the traditional hood was former UNI President John Kamerick .

graduation and taught for another two
years . In 1982, he joined Northern States
Power Company in Minneapolis as a
senior production engineer in charge of
instructional and technical support in the
firm ' s Production Training Department.

More training since "TMI"
Long was no stranger to Northern
States, a utility company that serves
Minneapolis/St. Paul and parts of
Minnesota, Wisconsin , North Dakota and
South Dakota . He began consulting with
the company in 1973, and he served an
internship there while working toward his
doctorate.
Technical staff training is important at
Northern States, says Long . The company
has three training centers, including new
ones at each of its two nuclear generating
stations in Minnesota . These training
centers cost more than $5 million each
and feature computerized systems
simulators.
According to Long, his department
didn 't exist prior to the Three Mile Island
nuclear accident in 1979 . " TMI is a
benchmark in the nuclear power
industry," says Long . " After that the
emphasis on training changed drastically."
The 12-person training staff that Northern
States had prior to 1979 now numbers
about 80, according to Long, who serves
as a liaison between the plants' managers
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and the training groups in those plants .
It' s ironic, says Long, that his work now
involves very little actual welding. He is
Northern States' technical expert on
welding and he does teach welding
inspection , but it's his supporting field
(instructional development) that he
actually makes use of every day.
Long remains involved with the study of
welding practices as the U.S. delegate to
the International Institute of Welding. He
spent two weeks in Norway last summer in
that capacity. He also consults privately
and has written and produced a series of
videotapes on welding. His first book,
Basic Welding Procedures, was revised in
1982, and two other books on welding are
planned for publication in 1984.

Different "ritual" in industry
Long has been happy working in both
education and industry. There are many
people with doctorates in industry, he
says , especia lly in utilities. " Utilities are
basically rather conservative, much like
higher education ," says Long, " but the
ritual is entirely different. Here it' s not
' Doctor' this and ' Doctor' that when
people talk to each other. "
Long is very active in Northern States'
cooperative education program with the
University of Minnesota . He currently has
four vocational-technical graduate students
working for him as paid interns, and he is

looking for more. Northern States is also
seeking accreditation from the Institute of
Nuclear Power Operators for its training
programs, and Long is chairing that effort.
" It' s much like an accreditation
procedure in higher education ," says
Long, " except that all the 'shoulds' in the
documents are 'shalls' in our case. "
Long is impressed by the interns who
work for him at Northern States. He
con siders such internships one of the most
valu able parts of a student' s education.
The program also benefits the university,
since Northern States provides financial
support for Minnesota' s training and
research programs .
UNl's first D.I.T. graduate (there have
now been five) is married to Marilyn
Martin Long, 2 yr. ' 51 . She received a
bachelor' s degree from Utah State and is
currently a substitute elementary teacher in
Minneapolis.
Reflecting on his experiences as a
teacher, Long says " I miss my students
from higher education. The hassle, the
fight for funds , I don ' t miss at all. " The
tran sition between industry and education
has been an easy one for Long, one he' s
made several times in a long and
productive career.
" Ralph Long, D .I.T." That " one piece
of paper" back in 1978 has given him a
unique place in the history of UNI. D

Karen Madson Billings, B.A. '67

Career in publishing
makes her a teacher
to the whole country
Computer literacy, the ability to use a
computer without getting sweaty palms, is
a goal advocated by many education
reformers. A Nation At Risk, for example,
recommended that all high school students
receive at least ha lf a year of computer
education as one of the "Five New
Basics."
If the next generation, toddlers to teens,
achieves this goal, it will be due in part to
Karen Madson Billings, B.A. '67. She is
manager of the Instructional Computing
Department in the School Division of
Houghton Mifflin Company, a major
publisher of school textbooks and other
instructional materials. From her office in
Boston she is helping to shape the course
of computer education nationwide.
Billings may not have had such a goal
in mind when she came to UNI from Britt
in 1963. There were no computer courses
in the UNI mathematics curriculum at that
time, and few imagined it would ever be
possible (or necessary) to teach computers
to first graders. Today, however, UN l' s
Department of Mathematics and Computer
Science offers 17 different computerrelated courses.
As a student at UNI, Billings majored in
junior high education. Her emphasis was
mathematics, with a minor in music.
During her four years in Cedar Falls she
was a member of the marching band, the
Union Activities Board and Kappa Theta
Psi sorority. After graduation she took a
position in Colo, where she taught for a
year before moving to a position at
Southeast Junior High in Iowa City.
Teacher and co-author

While she was in Iowa City, Billings
attended a National Science Foundation
institute at the University of Iowa. The
institute was designed to introduce
mathematics teachers to computers and

programming so that they could teach
about computers in their schools. The
institute gave Billings her first hands-on
experience with computers, and a
direction that her career has taken ever
since.
After three years in Iowa City and a year
at Carver Junior High in Montgomery,
Alabama, Billings enrolled at the
University of Oregon, where she received
an M.A. degree in curriculum and
instruction (mathematics emphasis) in
1973 . For the next five years she taught at
Roosevelt Junior High in Eugene, Oregon.
In 1978, Billings' career took a new
direction. She moved to New York City as
a teacher at the Nightingale-Bamford
School. She also began doctoral work at
Columbia University where, in 1980, she
became director of the Microcomputer
Resource Center and an instructor in the
Department of Communications,
Computing and Technology in Education.
Under her direction, the
Microcomputer Resource Center helped
train Columbia students to use and teach
about computers. The prospective teachers
were taught how to evaluate different
forms of hardware and software, and were
given experience teaching programming to
K-12 students. The Center also featured an
extensive library of books and magazines
related to computer use.
Along the way, Billings began to
publish instructional materials related to
mathematics and computers. She coauthored Art and Math (1975), Problem
Solving With Calculators (1979) and Are
You Computer Literate? (1979). The latter
book was intended for students taking their
first computer course as well as for the
general public. Microcomputers in
Education (1982), a package of materials
for teachers, school administrators and
inservice staff, helped establish Billings'

Computer instruction is
considered a "New Basic"
education .

in
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an opportunity to work
computer
entire
on an
education program and affect
20 or 30 books."
11

•
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reputation as a leader in computer
instruction for schools.

Karen Madson Billings of Houghton Mifflin
Company.

The market for computer books
and software is growing quickly.
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Looking for "idea people"
In July 1982, Billings' career took yet
another turn. She joined Houghton Mifflin
as the first manager of its Instructional
Computing Department. Today she has a
five-person staff and is responsible for
coordinating the development of software
and computer-related textbooks for the
elementary and secondary school market.
The materials being developed by
Billings and her staff cover more than just
mathematics. They are aimed at all grade
levels and subject areas, stressing
computer literacy as well as programming.
The software includes disks and supporting
literature for microcomputers (such as
home computers). Books can include a
• student text, teachers guide,
accompanying software and workbooks. A
series of such books can take a student all
the way through school in progressive
stages of learning.
Billings and her staff do not write these
materials themselves. They find experts
throughout the country to serve as authors,
consultants and editorial advisers. These
"idea people, " as Billings calls them, then
work under contract to the publisher. She
encourages, directs and responds to these
experts in the creation of new materials. In
her job she has extensive contacts with
teachers, programmers and college faculty,
including faculty at UNI.
Lynn Schwandt and Don Wiederanders
of Price Laboratory School have had
several contacts with Billings as a result of
their work on UNl's Microcomputer
Curriculum Project. More than 90 different
programs have been developed through
the Project thus far, with distribution in 44
states and seven other countries. "I'm very
much aware of their algebra and j unior
high school software," says Billings. "Not
too many people are trying to accomplish
as much as they are."
The market for computer books and
software is growing quickly, says Billings,
and so is her department. "Schools have
been in the planning and experimentation
stage for several years. All of them have
purchased a few computers and are trying

exciting things with them ." The increasing
pressure for computer literacy is spurring
schools to action, and Billings expects
Houghton Mifflin to play a leadership role
in providing instructional support.
Opportunity to "affect 20 or 30 books"
Billings sees her career in publishing as
an exciting opportunity to teach students
about computers. "A teacher can reach
only a few students," she says, " whi le a
college professor reaches more students
through their teachers." In publish ing, this
effect is mu ltiplied even more.
Although she continues to write about
computer instruction, Billings is not
currently working on any books of her own
(aside from her Columbia dissertation).
She's less inclined now to take a year or
more off for a book-length project, since
she finds she has "an opportun ity to work
on an entire computer education program
and affect 20 or 30 books" in her work at
Houghton Mifflin.
Billings also continues as a teacher
within Houghton Mifflin. She conducts
computer workshops for editors in the
company's School Divi sion and to sales
representatives who call on loca l schools.
She also offers internship positions in her
department to graduate students at Bostonarea universities. These students typically
have a background in teaching and
computers and· are looking for experience
in a non-classroom, education-related
field. They help evaluate projects and help
run computer workshops for Houghton
Mifflin' s editorial staff.
Billings' 15 years of teaching and
writing about mathematics and computers
makes her well-qualified for her present
position with a major publisher. Her job is
to "find authors who can share what they
know about content and methodology" in
computer curricula. It's a new sort of
teaching job, really, the result of a career
track marked by increasing responsibility
and personal growth . In a sense, her
classroom now is the whole country. She's
a young UNI alumnus whose plann ing and
decisions will help determi ne how well the
fifth "New Basic" is taught in schools, to a
generation for whom computers wi ll be
second nature. D

Class Notes
'40
MARJEAN ORR DUNAWAY, B.A., was
featured in an article in the Anchorage
(Alaska) Daily News for her five years of
vol unteer work at the Log Cabin Visitors
Center, where she helps visitors find their
way around the state's largest city. She
spends five hours each Monday at the
Center. It's not unusual for more than a
thousand people to stop by with questions
on a given day. " It's my job to sell Alaska
to [visitors]," says Dunaway. " The
impression we make is the one they carry
home."
'51
ROBERT D.
BENTON, B.A., M.A.
' 56, was cited by the
University of Northern
Colorado as an
" Honored Alumnus"
during homecoming
festivities last fal I. He is
superintendent of the
Iowa Department of Public Instruction, a
position he's held since 1972. Benton
received an Ed. D. degree from Northern
Colorado in 1961.
'52
DAROLD D. BRAIDA, B.A., received a
trip to Japan under a program sponsored
by the Asia Society and the National
Counci l of Teachers of English. He was
one of five teachers recognized for his
work in teaching haiku, a Japanese form of
poetry.
'53
E. EDWARD
HARRIS, B.A., a
professor of business at
Northern Illinois
University, has received
the Illinois Business
Education Association's
1983 Distingu ished
Service Award. He
received an M .A. degree from the
Un iversity of Minnesota and a doctorate
from Northern Illinois and is the author of
seven books on retailing, marketing
research, cooperative vocational education
and other topics.
'58
RICHARD G. KAPFER, B.A. , pastor of
Memorial Lutheran Chu rch and Student
Center in Ames, was a guest preacher in
November at an Ida Grove observance of
the 500th anniversary of the birth of Martin
Luther. Churches in the Denison-Mapleton
circuits of Iowa District West took part in
the event.

'64
F. DOUGLAS RASMUSSEN , B.A. , has
been appointed director, pension
investment services, of The Bankers Life.
He joined The Bankers Life in 1964 as a
pension administrator in the group
department.
'65
KEITH A. HAAN, B.A., M.A. '71 was
chosen to conduct the " mini-sing" at last
summer's convention of the Iowa Choral
Directors. He led a chorus composed of
more than 200 choral directors from
around the United States who were
attending the five-day event. Haan is vocal
director at North Scott H igh School in
Eldridge.
'66
M ICHAEL PHIPPS, B.A, has been
named director of the Omaha Public
Library. He had been director of the
Waterloo Publ ic Library si nce 1972.
'67
ED J. BRUNSKILL, B.A., is studying
voice in Munich, West Germany, where
he sings with the Bavarian State Opera
Company. He was a librarian with the
company for seven years before becoming
a performer. Brunskill also teaches voice
lessons in Munich.
DEAN W. MEIER, B.A., Ed.S.. '80, has
been named superintendent in Nashua. He
was previously superintendent of
Wellsburg Community Schools.
'68
JUDY NEAL JOHANNESEN, B.A. ,
works part time as a calligrapher and freelance writer in Haymarket, Virginia. She
also makes and sel ls perpetual calendars
with biblical or philosophical quotations
on them, and humorous calendars with
business and political designs.
'69
HOWARD A. DAVIS, B.A. , has been
named Indiana state affairs representative
by the Midwest Agricultural Chemical
Association, a professional association
representing more than 80 firms. Davis is
employed by Velsicol Chemical
Corporation in Indianapolis.
'70
DENNIS RYERSON, B.A. , M.A. '72,
has been elected to a two-year term on the
executive board of the National
Conference of Editorial Writers, an
organization serving 500 members in the
United States and Canada. Ryerson is an
editorial page writer for The Columbian in
Vancouver, Washi ngton. He was city
editor with the Cedar Falls Record before
moving to Vancouver in 1974.

THOMAS L. SAMP, B.A. , has taken
over the practice of a retiring veterinarian
in Eldora. Samp taught in Toledo before
studying veterinary medicine at Iowa State
University, where he graduated in 1980 .
LINDA L.
BERGMANN, B.A. , has
been named a loan
review officer for the
Bank of Virginia. She
was previously a loan
reviewer in the loan
administration
department. Bergmann
joined the Bank of Virginia in 1981 after
serving as an examiner at the Federal
Reserve Bank in Richmond.
JAMES W. DAVIDS, B.A. , has joined
the Mason City office of the FBS
Agricu ltural Credit Corporation as assistant
vice president and manager. He was
previously manager of the Forest City
branch office of the Production Credit
Association .

'72
CLARK GOLTZ, B.A. , M.A. '83 has
been selected as a member of the 16th
Institute for Development of Educational
Activities, Inc., which was established to
encourage constructive change in
elementary and secondary schools. Goltz
is elementary/middle school principal at
South Winneshiek Commun ity School in
Ossian.
'73
W ILLIAM F. PORTER, B.A. , has been
promoted to associate professor in the
Department of Environmental and Forest
Biology at the State University of New
York College of Environmental Science
and Forestry. He is a specialist in animal
behavior and population ecology, habitat
analysis and evaluation, and wi ldl ife
depredation control. He serves as acting
director of the College's Adirondack
Ecological Center and is an associate in the
graduate program in environmental
science. Porter received masters and
doctoral degrees from the University of
Minnesota.
'74
LELAND E. MORRISON, B.A. , has
been named superintendent of the Cedar
Valley School in Farnhamville. He was
previously elementary principal at
Malvern . Morri son received M .A. and
specialists degrees from the University of
Missouri.
STEPHEN R. NICHOLSON, B.A. , M .A. ,
' 81 , is the new high school principal in
Osage. He had been high school principal
at Lynnvil le-Sully. Prior to that he was at
Sioux Rapids for five years and assistant
principal at UN l's Price Laboratory School.
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JEAN CRAIG, B.M ., is teaching vocal
music in the Osage school system . She
previously taught for three years in
Brooklyn .

GENE CHINANDER, B.A., is coaching
junior high girls basketball and softball at
Dumont, where he also teaches sixth grade
social studies, health and K-12 physical
education. His wife, ANN MELHUS
CHINANDER, B.A. '74, teaches English
and French in Allison.
BARBARA VASKE, B.A., exhibited an
aluminum mesh sculpture last fall at
Artexpo Texas in Dallas, represented by
Fernette' s Gallery of Art in Marshalltown.
Vaske received an M .F.A. degree from the
California College of Arts and Crafts.

'8 1
ALAN CEMORE, B.A., is an associate
instructor and graduate student in music at
Indiana University. He was a guest soloist
at the 1983 Columbus Day Dinner/ Dance
in Des Moines. Cemore was the rec ipient
of a Rotary International Graduate
Fellowship Scholarship after graduation
and studied for a year in West Germany at
the Hochshule fur Musich Institute.

'75
MADONNA KAY KETTWICK, B.A., is
an instructor of junior high reading in the
Waukon school system. She was
previously a part-time instructor at Sinte
Gleska (S.D.) Community College and a
sixth grade teacher at Rosebud (S. D .)
Elementary School.
DENNIS G. DIRKS, B.A., is the new
manager of Hook' s Super Valu Store in
Grundy Center. He previously was a
teacher and coach at Grundy Center High
School. His wife, CYNTHIA CERNE
DIRKS, B.A. '73, teaches kindergarten in
Grundy Center.
'79
RUSSELL D. RUPIPER, B.A. , has been
named assistant director of college
advancement and director of the Annual
Support Fund at Juniata College. He had
been associate director of alumni relations
at Juniata. Rupiper previously taught
business and typing in the Oelwein
Community School District.
RONALD K. RANEY, B.A. , has been
named assistant vice president and
agricultural representative at the Security
State Bank of Hubbard. He was previously
employed by the Perry State Bank.
'80
KRIS M . LEWIS, B.A. , is teaching
kindergarten at Osage Elementary School.
She was previously teaching in Nashua.
BRETT J. LONG, B.A., has joined the
Cedar Falls law firm of Gottschalk, Shinkle
and Long. He received a law degree from
the University of Iowa in 1983.
ANTHONY " TONY" ELLIOTT, B.A. ,
has been promoted to tax accountant in
the financial division of Maytag. He joined
the firm in 1980 and has been a cost
accountant since 1982.
GILMAN ANDERSON, B.A., received a
superior performance award from Hughes
Radar Systems Group, where he is a
systems analyst supervisor in El Segundo,
California. He was one of only 87 of
Hughes' 9,400 employees to receive the
award. Anderson is currently enrolled in a
master's degree program at Pepperdine
University.
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'82
KIRK E. JONES, B.A., M.A. '83, is
teaching mathematics in Fort Dodge at
Iowa Central Community College.
ROBERT BOOTS, B.A., and BRADLEY
REPP, B.A. , are teaching in the Osage
school system. Boots teaches earth science
and Repp teaches business education .
'8 3
ZOE DAVIS MERRIT, B.A., is teaching
fourth grade in the Osage school system .

Advanced Degrees

•

The following UNI alumni received
M.A. degrees from Northeast Missouri
State University during the summer of
1983: ROGER A. BEANE, B.A. '69;
BELINHA E. HAMPTON, B.A. ' 55;
CHARLES R. FRAIZIER, B.A. '69; DENNIS
A. HARMS, B.A. '75; PAMELA McCLURE
BROWN, B.A. ' 66; MARY HEMMEN
O'DONNELL, B.A. '74; and RICHARD D.
TURNER, B.A. '72.
The following UNI alumni received
Ph.D. degrees from the University of Iowa
during the summer of 1983: JOHN A .
DIXSON , B.A. ' 77; KEITH G . ERICKSON ,
M .A. '70; and RICHARD K. MEINHARDPELLENS, B.A. '65 .
Receiving M .A . degrees were: BONITA
J. BOWER, B.A. ' 69; LESANNE
BRENNEMAN, B.A. '76; DEBRA L.
DAGLE GREEN , B.A. '75; CYNTHIA J.
HODENFIELD LEE, B.A. ' 68; ANN L.
UDELHOFEN OGLESBY, B.A. ' 80;
GREGG D . PETERSEN , B.A. '75; DAVID
G. PONDER, B.M . ' 80; MERRIE L.
SCHROEDER, B.A. ' 69; and DELORES H.
SEDLACEK SHAW, B.A. '65 .
Receiving an M.B.A. degree was:
LARRY G. IRISH, B.A. '76.
Receiving M.F.A. degrees were:
MARLA A. BAILEY, B.A. '77; and
BRENDA JOANNE BROWN , B.A. ' 81 .
Receiving M.S.W. degrees were :
BARBARA JEAN VOORHEES PORTER,
B.A. '49; and RUTH WILDMAN
ZIMMERMAN , B.A. '48 .

Marriages
'70
Susan G i lbert & WILLIAM M. G ILBERT,
B.A.

'73
JACQUELIN K. FLETCHER, B.A. , &
Michael L. Brown
JO ELLEN M. MUELLER, B.A. , M.A. ,
'75, & J. Fernando Christians
CHRISTINE BRUNKO, B.A. , & Gary
Schultz
'74
CYNTHIA STATLER, B.A. , & Steven
Santelmann
LYNNEE DIANE KRUSE, B.A. , & Martin
Klaus
'74-'81
JENNIFER J. CLARK, B.A. ' 81 , &
PATRICK C. SCHOMBERG, B.A. '74
'76
Nancy L. Andersen & ROBERT
HOFFMAN, B.A.
DOROTHY ANN BROWNFIELD, B.A. ,
& Randal I J. Haan
Sherri Ann Kater & STEVEN R.
DONAHUE, B.A.
SHERYL ANN HUGHES, M.A., &
David R. Empke
'76-'77
ELIZABETH A. AXLINE, B.A. '76, &
WILLIAM C. TANNREUTHER, B.A. '77
'77
SANDRA KAY BEYER, B.A. , & Russell
A. Motta
SHELLY J. LANGIN , B.A. , & Robert M.
Beardsley
JULIE ANN YOUNGBLUT, B.A. , &
Douglas Smith

'77-'78
NANCY JOAN POWERS, B.A. '78, &
GARY ROBERT CARLSON, B.A. '77
'78
NANCY T. BRUNE, B.A. , & Joe C. Linn
ANGELA CAROLAN , B.A. , & WILLIAM
LARSEN, B.A.
Judy L. Laughery & JEFFREY A.
SORENSEN, B.A., M .B.A. '83
'79
DONNA M . BANGERT, B.A. , & Robert
Haupts
SYLVIA ANDERS, B.M . & Gregg
Johnston
Donna Beane & JIM HOEKSEMA,
M .A ., '79
KARLA D . BENNETT, B.A. , & Walter C.
Jenkins, Jr.
Betty Godown & DARRELL
VANWOERT, B.A.
Jul ie Kammeyer & TONY NIELSEN,
B.A.

LAURA M cGUIRE, B.A. & Kevin L.
Murray
CHRISTINE ANN O 'CONNELL, B.A. &
Steven Crowe
ANN RILEY, B.A. , & John L. Nesbit

'79-'81
JULENE LUIKEN , B.A. '79, & MICHAEL
S. DANIELS, B.A. ' 81
JANICE EISMA, B.A. '79, & JOHN F.
DAY, M .A . ' 81

'79-'82
TERI ANN MORGAN, B.A. ' 82, &
RANDY L. STUMBO, B.A. '79

'80
Barbara Boies & ROBERT T. VOLK,
B.A.
JAN MARIA BRANNAMA N , B.A. , &
Thomas B. Krall
KELLY ANN BURNS, B.A. , & M o nte G .
Tallcott
Deanna K. Di x & RICK M cCUE, B.A.
KATHRYN M. HEBL, B.A. , & Willi am J.
Buman
Mary E. Beyerham & DREW H UEY,
B.A.
CYNTHIA L. NOCHOLS, B.A. , &
Randy V. Lyon
D ebra Norden & JERALD J. MAHONEY,
B.A.
DEBORAH S. PETRZELKA , B.A., & Lyle
Henderson
EMILY PIRILLO, B.A. , & Ro bert J.
Cowdrick, Jr.
DIANE SNEITZER, B.A., & Ri chard
Hope

'80-'81
JANET KAY BUTLER, B.A. ' 80, &
STEVEN HOSPER, B.A. ' 81

'81-'83

'80-'83
BARBARA BERNHARDT, B.A. ' 80, &
JOHN A . LEDVIN A, B.A. ' 83
SH ARO N ELBERT, B.A. ' 83, &
DOUGLAS J. TERPSTRA, B.A. ' 80

CATHERINE TELL, B.A. ' 81 , 7 DALE J.
JOHNSON , B.A. ' 83
JILL K. STUBBE, B.A. ' 83 , & GARY L.
SCHMITT, B.A. ' 81

'81
KATHRYN CUFR, B.A. ., & Steven
Du va ll
D elene Elson & EMMETT DONNELLY,
B.A.
Karen K. Gorman & CRAIG B.
POOLMAN , B.A.
TJ O RDIE ANN HENSING, B.A. , & Karl
D. Ehlers
CO NSTANCE A . HOEFER, B.A., &
A ndrew M c Kean
KATHY LYNN HUFF , B.A. , & JOEL R.
KA NE, B.A.
DIANE L. MILLER, B.A. , & Kevin
Bowman
REBECCA LYNN MOUNT, B.A. , &
Mark O wen s
Rob in R. Pollock & STEVEN L. HAVIG,
B.A.
A m ie Marie Porter & ROBERT J.
FI SC HER, B.A.
Conni e J. Schlumbaum & RI CK L.
SQU IRE, B.A.
Jo ni Sue Stubbs & KEVIN R.
ZAC HA RIAS, B.A.
RUTH ANN WESTERBERG , B.A. &
D avid Milbrandt

'81-'82
LO RI SWENSON , B.A. ' 81 , & KEN
NU RSE, B.A. ' 82
W ENDY SUE SCOTT, B.A. ' 82, &
JAMES L. KORTE , B.A. ' 81
JU DY LYNN GEER, B.A. ' 81 & KURTIS
LEE HELMICK, B.A. ' 82

'82
JODI LEE BENSON , B.A. , & Richard
Hauge
JANICE L. BOGERT, B.A. , & Gregory
G . Gobble
Deni se M arie Burme ister & BRIAN L.
BEST, B.A.
Kim Ellen Cociola & BRENT C.
STEARNS, B.A.
TRACY J. DEJARDEN , B.A. , & Mike
Swope
ANNA RENEE DOOLEY, B.A. , &
Myron L. Gookin
Christine Ann Hinri chs & SCOTT G .
BRETEY, B.A.
KATHRYN A . MARC US, B.A. , & David
A . Eilender
KELLIE MASTERS, B.A. , & Ri c Ol sen
DIANA LEE MILLER, B.A. , & Ron D avis
KAREN MORSE, B.A. , & Terry Winter
KATHLEEN MUHLENBRUCK, B.A. , &
JOEL HUEBNER, B.A.
MARY CAROL PARKS, B.A. , & Mi chael
A . Boege
VIANN RASMUSSEN , B.A. , &
HOWARD CLANCY Ill , B.A.
Ann Ratkiewi cz & DANIEL BRO WN ,
B.A.
KAY SACQUITNE , B.A. , & Craig
Hanna
JEAN L. SQUIRES, B.A. , & Jeffrey
Moorhouse
TARA L. WARD , B.A. , & Ted Bragg
LORI KAY WEST, B.A. , & G ary W .
M cNeeley

Moving up, or just moving?
Other alumni wa nt to know about yo ur work, yo ur achi evements and th e important happenings in your life . Use th i~
form to send us your Cl ass Notes or to update the Alumni
Office on your current address .
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Class Year _ __

Old A d d r e s s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

State _ __

ZIP _ __

New Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

State _ __

Z IP _ __

Send to:
UN I Alumni Office
137 Latham Hall
University of Northern Iowa
Cedar Falls, Iowa 50614

News for The Alumnus :
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'82-'83

CLAUDE K. CAMPBELL, B.A. , Fort
Collins, Aug. 3, 1983 .

'08
FANNIS SMITH EVANS, 2 yr., Omaha,
NE, July 4, 1983.

'21
JULIA COLE INNES, 2 yr., Garwin, Ju ly

11, 1983.
GRACE BUCHHOLZ, MERRILL, 2 yr. ,
Sutherland, Oct. 20, 1983.

'22
.Russell 0 . Lamson , B.A ., Waterloo,
May 17, 1983.

'23
NELLIE WALTER BENZ, 2 yr. '23 , B.A.
'28, Quasqueton, July 28, 1983 .

'24
BERNICE HUESSELMAN TYNER, B.A. ,
San Marcos, CA, Oct. 23, 1983.
LOLA C. BARNHART, 2 yr. ' 24, B.A.
'39, McAllen, TX, Oct. 14, 1982.

'25
L. IMOGENE HARDEN CH ERRY, 2 yr.,
Leon, Sept. 3, 1983 .

•

'26
HARRY A. THOMPSON, B.A., Salt
Lake City, UT, Aug. 22, 1983.

'28
OREN LEROY DAYTON, 2 yr. ' 26,
B.A. ' 29, Council Bluffs, Oct. 27, 1983.
CHRISTINE WILKEN SUNDQUIST,
B.A. , Sioux City, June 1983 .

'29

Births

HELEN HUNTER PAUP, 2 yr. ' 29, B.A.
'30, Churdan, Sept. 2, 1983.

'65
ROBERT F., B.A. , & Carolyn POLAND.
Benjamin was born July 16, 1983.

DOROTHY STEVENS LESLIE, 2 yr.,
Waterloo, May 27, 1983.

'71-'73
BRAD, B.A. ' 71, & PAULA SMITH
OLTROGGE, B.A. , '73 . Lindsay Michele is
their first child, born August 16, 1983.

'30

'34
ELSIE PETERSON SAMUELSON , B.A. ,
Gowrie, Oct. 23 , 1983.

'37
'78
Michael & KAREN J. POCHOPIEN,
B.A. Gregory is their second son, born
August 9, 1983.

LESLIE H . BURCH , B.A. , Avon Park,
FL, July 25, 1983 .
F. ELEANOR MERRITT JEFFRIES, 2 yr.
' 37, B.A. '47, Houston, TX, Aug. 8, 1983.
HERTRUDE LINK JENSEN, 2 yr. ' 37,
B.A. '66, Cedar Falls, Aug. 1983.

'38
FORREST W. WAKEFIELD, B.A. ,
Council Bluffs, Nov. 2, 1982.
HAROLD B. CHURCH, B.A. , San
Marcos, CA, Sept. 16, 1983.
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'40
HELEN S. LAIPPLE, B.A. , Cedar Rapids,
Aug. 23, 1983.

'15
MARIE PURDY BERRY, 2 yr. , ' 15, B.A.
' 19, Kalamazoo, Ml, Sept. 17, 1983 .

'83
Denise Beenken & GREGORY CUTLER,
B.A.
Jennifer E. Bigbee & RAYMOND
STORCK, Jr., B.A.
LISA BLUM, B.A. , & DONALD A .
SCHWARTZ
Katherine Carmody & JACK L.
SLINKER, B.A.
ZOE A. DAVIS, B.A. , & Mark B. Merritt
Debra Einck & JEFFREY RYDER, B.A.
SUSANK. FRICK, B.A. , & Michael P.
Tiernan
MICHELLE GARD, B.A., & Michael
Weidner
Jennifer Goodlove & DALE R.
TENBRAAK, B.A.
TAMARA K. HAGN, B.A., & Scott G.
Schroeder
Peggy Jo Hall & LONNIE G.
LITCHFIELD, B.A.
Brenda Sue Judge & HAROLD 0.
SCHMIDT, B.A.
Beverly Kelchen & WILLIAM J.
HENTGES, B.A.
THERESA R. KLOSTERMANN, B.A., &
Chris A. Prior
RANEE LINDELL, B.A., & Bob
Harriman
Gretchen V. Merz & MARK ALLAN
DANNER, B.A.
CORRINE R. MEYER, B.A., & Gary Lee
Lenth
JILL M. RICHARDS, B.A., & JEFF K.
SAMUELSON, B.A.
Kerri Lynn Schwinke & KENT M.
JOHNSON, B.A.

'39

Deaths

LUANNE LUBBOCK, B.A. '83, &
DOUGLAS POSTEL, B.A. '82
LYNN MARIE WESTHOFF, B.A. '83, &
RICHARD MARK CORY, B.A. '82
SUSAN K. VONDERHEIDE, B.A. '83, &
DAVID L. HILLS, B.A. ' 82

'41
ESTHER HAGEN AAMODT, 2 yr. '41 ,
B.A. '49, Primghar, July 14, 1983.
'42
MARIAN MEYER FULLERTON, B.A. ,
Omaha, NE, Aug. 1983.
'46
ALICE E. MESENBRINK, 2 yr. '46, B.A.
'56, Dow City, Nov. 1982.
'50
HERBERT H. HENRY, B.A. , Oakridge,
OR, Oct. 23 , 1983.

'54
DONALD K. VAN LANGEN , B.A. ,
Longmont, CO, July 26, 1983 .

'69
CONNIE EGGENA HILL, B.A. ,
Melrose, MA, Aug. 24, 1983.
'70
MARGARET HONEYMAN CORB IN,
B.A. , Coralville, Aug. 30, 1983.

'81
JEFF SHULL, B.A. , Midland, TX, Nov.

26, 1983.

Merle R. Thompson
Dr. Merle R. Thompson, emeritus
professor of economics, died last summer
in Cedar Falls. He was 96 .
Thompson came to ISTC in 1921 as
professor and head of the Department of
Social Science. He previously taught at
Morningside College and at Southeast
Missouri State University. His background
included a B.A . degree from Westmar
College and M.A. and Ph.D . degrees from
the University of Iowa.
Thompson was head of the Department
of Social Sciences until his reti rement in
1955. Survivors include a son , Dr.
Howard J. Thompson , who is a professor
of history at UNI.

The UNI Alumni Association
invites you on a

Rhine River Country Tour
July 30-August 7, 1984
(with optiona l exten sion to August 14)
Join us this summer for eight days and seven nights in Belgium and The Netherlands. This economical package
includes jet air transportation from Des Moines or Cedar Rapids, hotel accommodations in Amsterdam and
Brussels, a half-day sightseeing tour of Amsterdam, and all travel conveniences. A meal plan, travel insurance
and optional tours are available at additional cost.
An extended travel option (14 days and 13 nights) is also available. Included in the itinerary are visits to
Frankfurt, West Germany and Basel, Switzerland. This option also features a half-day cruise on the Rhine
River.

Costs*
1) From Des Moines: $969
2) From Cedar Rapid s: $949
3) Tour Extension, add: $299
A brochure will be sent to alumni , describing the tour and options in more detail. For more information now,
call or write:

Lee Miller
University of Northern Iowa
Cedar Fal Is, Iowa 50614
(319) 273-6078
*Per person, double occupancy
1 Add 15% tax and services charge= $1 , 114.35
2 Add 15% tax and services charge = $1 ,091.35
3 Add 15% tax and services charge = $ 343.85
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Giving stock is smarter
The start of a new year is a time for reflecting on where you've been and where you're going. A
necessary, if sometimes painful, part of thi s " taking stock" involves thinking about income taxes ,
present and future.
If you're one of the 32 million Americans who own stock in a compa ny, you probably know that
a tax comes with the profit when you sell. If the stock you bought at $10 sells at $20, you owe a tax
on part of the $10 difference. But if you keep the stock, and its dividend remains the same, your
percentage yield is reduced by half as the stock doubles in price.
Admittedly, it's a pleasant dilemma. There's an equally pleasant so lution : contribute the stock to
the UNI Foundation .
Let's say you want to make a $1,000 gift to UNI. Instead of writing a check for that amount,
contribute 50 shares of your $20 stock. You ' ll receive credit for the full market value of the stock
and you won 't have to pay a penny of capita l gains tax. Remember: contribute the stock itself, not
the proceeds from the sa le of the stock.
Gifts of stock can also be used in a UNI deferred giving plan that pays you an income for life . For
more information about how gifts of stock, bonds or other appreci ated property can make your life
less taxing, contact the UNI Foundation .

University of Northern Iowa Foundation
Cedar Falls, Iowa 50614
(319) 273 -2355

